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ANIMA PROGRAM

THE PATH TO THE FUTURE

T

SUSTAINABLE
GROWTH

I

In 2016, the acknowledgement

intangible

dimensions

of

our

with

regard

to

sustainable

by its customers led to Copel

operations. The Anima Program,

development, and shows our

being awarded the title of the

designed for this guideline, gives

inalienable commitment to the

best distributor in Latin America,

Copel employees the leading

Principles of the Global Compact.

for the fourth time. Even in a year

role in a process of alignment

The differentials that have assured

surrounded by macroeconomic

between our culture and the

us a significant improvement in

difficulties, several achievements

development of tools that can

our ISE score range from climate

set the hallmarks that perfectly

prepare us for the challenges of

change-related

reflect

harmonious

the future In addition, December

commitments also given to the

performance we are familiar with

2016 saw the creation of the

value chain, to the adoption

in every field where we operate.

Corporate Governance, Risk and

of Integrated Reporting – the

Compliance division, which further

accountability model that most

strengthens

prioritizes

the

A record year in terms of
investments,

2016

saw

the

our

commitment

actions,

transparency

with

coming on stream of important

to countering corruption and to

structural

complying ethically and legally in

environmental and governance

our practices.

results. These initiatives have

transmission

lines

an important point in common:

historically best position on the

they are reflected in actions that

Corporate

Index

enable us to continue growing

The review of the strategic

(local acronym, ISE). The index, in

in the decades ahead and to

benchmark also reinforced our

which participation is voluntary,

expand our capacity for providing

commitment with regards not

acknowledges the performance

our customers with a quality and

only to our business results, but

of

timely service.

also the value allocated to the

the São Paulo Stock Exchange

transmission

capacity

of

the

National Interconnected System.

the

Sustainability

companies

listed

on

have now begun to become reality.

of Copel’s future. To respond to

The creation of a Corporate Social

this challenge, we created the

Network and the Transformation

Anima

thinking

Leadership (see text on page 7) and

behind it is to enable all Copel

Distance Learning programs are just

employees to contribute to creating

some of the initiatives already up

a management model capable of

and running thanks to this massive

preparing people to carry out their

engagement of the project.

Program.

The

role in an increasingly complex

“This is an unparalleled initiative

scenario in which new technologies

in the history of Copel, since it

are springing up, while enhancing

promotes a wide-ranging dialogue

themselves at an increasingly faster

with its entire workforce”, Marcelo

pace.

Sanchotene, overall coordinator of

During 2016, more than 8,000
employees,
voluntary

divided

into

participation

977

the high degree of response by our

groups,

employees shows the commitment

were heard.

of each one to making Copel a

In all, around 300 pages of
documentation

the Anima Program points out. “And

produced,

in terms of technology, but also in

describing more than 5,000 ideas,

terms of management and valuing

comments and suggestions which,

our human capital”.

implemented

were

leading-edge company, not only

even

before

“This is an unparalleled
initiative in the history
of Copel, since it
promotes a wide-ranging
dialogue with its entire
workforce”, Marcelo
Sanchotene, overall
coordinator of the Anima
Program points out.

the

Employees of Copel

Orange Blood

Also in 2016 we celebrated our

and the strengthening of the

8,500 employees in the discussion

by

tying together economic, social,

that generate revenue for Copel,

Orange Blood

CEO Antonio
Sergio de Souza Guetter

results were officially compiled,
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EDITORIAL

To engage effectively more than
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MANAGEMENT
James Rebelato, employee
of Copel Distribuição

GREAT PLACE TO WORK

Copel & Sustainability

C

that of creating a Copel that is
much closer to those who, in
their daily work, are the ones
that really make the company”,
explains the head of the Personnel
Management department at
Copel DIS, Cassio Vargas Pinto.
The
various
actions
implemented to make this
target
a
reality
include
initiatives like “WhatsApp do
Guetter” [Guetter’s WhatsApp] ,
a direct communication channel
created by the then-executive
officer of the subsidiary, and
current CEO of Copel, Antonio
Guetter, and open to more than
6,000 of our employees; the
“ Olho no Olho ” [Eye-to-Eye]

Launched in October 2016, the

Transformation Leadership Program
has already involved 22% of the
company’s

Program that assures every
Copel employee direct access
to their area manager; and,
in addition, the project “Esse
prêmio também é meu” [This
award is mine, too] which saw
the trophy received by the
company, as the best energy
distributor in Latin America,
paraded throughout the entire
state (see box). As Cassio
emphasizes, “These are simple
initiatives, but they help to
achieve an important objective:
that of humanizing relations
and valuing the work and the
collaboration of each and every
employee”.

540

managers.

shared approach an co-responsibility
in day-to-day activities.
By the end of 2017, it is expected

The

that they will all have completed

program is aligned with the Principles

the education actions. With each

for

Management

module undertaken, the managers

Education (PRME), an initiative of the

trained must put forward at least two

UN Global Compact that encourages

practical actions to be implemented

the

responsible

with their teams. This initiative also

effective

contributes to achieving the goal of

knowledge

being one of the best companies to

Responsible

education

managers

and

application

of

of
the
the

acquired in favor of integration, a

work for.

The program
has already
involved 22%
of the company’s
540 managers

Copel & Sustainability
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AMONG THE BEST
TO WORK FOR
Copel Distribuição S.A. was
acknowledged as one of the 10
best major companies to work
for in Paraná. The award from
the Great Place to Work Institute
was the reason for a double
celebration at the company,
as it reflects the assessment
of one of our most significant
stakeholders: our employees.
The participation of two Copel
employees, James Rebelato and
Mariana Santini, at the awards
ceremony leaves no doubt as to
one of the main reasons behind
the achievement.
“The award was a consequence
of the challenge embraced by
every manager in the company:

TRANSFORMATION
LEADERSHIP

During the period, three other awards acknowledged the quality of the
services provided by Copel. For the fourth time in six years, we received the
award as the best energy distributor in Latin America. The award ceremony
is held by the Comisión de Integración Energética Regional (Cier), the main
electrical energy industry institution in the continent.
Our company was also indicated as the best distributor in Brazil in
a survey carried out by the Brazilian Association of Energy Distributors
(Abradee) and on the Consumer Satisfaction Index prepared by the National
Electricity Agency (Aneel). Both awards are the direct result of the consumer
satisfaction index that evaluates issues such as the quality of the energy
supply, trust in the supplier and the perceived value of the service provided,
among others.

Daniela Morás,
of UniCopel, and
a Transformation
Leadership student

Orange Blood
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FOCUS ON
QUALITY: EFFORT
ACKNOWLEDGED
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INTERNAL MOBILITY

RESPECT
BREEDS A
CULTURE OF
INCLUSION

work undertaken by the Copel Commission
on Diversity. If the environment issue was
the guiding star of our early initiatives on the
path to sustainability, the degree of maturity
of the issue has enabled considerable
progress in relation to social issues as well.

REDEPLOYMENT

PROGRAM

BOOSTS TALENT

Copel is a beacon in promoting gender
equality, having been acknowledged, in
2016, with the Brazilian government’s Seal
of Gender and Racial Equality. We were
also one of the 48 companies chosen
by UN Women at the WEPS (Women’s
Empowerment

Principles)

Awards,

coordinated by Itaipu Binacional. The award
is presented to companies that fully comply
with at least one of the seven principles of
the WEPS.
Copel was also one of the first Brazilian
companies to allow the use, on staff badges,
of the “social name” – a right of employees
who have adopted a different sexual identity.
Last year, we were also honored at the

Valuing people by prioritizing

From April, when the Program

Besides making better use of

allowing

first came on stream, to December

in-house talent, the Redeployment

employees

2016, 120 vacancies created were

Program also enabled us to better

to other locations or areas of the

allocated

manage

company is the main objective of the

priority in hiring in-house, each

jeopardizing

Redeployment Program launched

new vacancy created is disclosed

operational productivity.

by Copel. Reflecting the wishes

on the company’s system which

of the employees themselves, as

describes the requisites for each

shown in the Climate Survey, the

vacancy available. The application

initiative affords employees a central

of the interested party, also posted

role in managing their career while

on the system, is analyzed by the

collaborating with their personal

area manager responsible for the

and professional development.

selection.

internal
the

mobility

deployment

and
of

internally.

To

enable

payroll

costs

safety

Copel & Sustainability
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Ensuring respect, integration and the

valuing of everyone is the main theme of the

Copel & Sustainability
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DIVERSITY

without

levels

and

Paraná Executive Women’s Space, which
brings

together

female

executives

of

small, mid-size and large companies that
seek to promote best practices, methods
and concepts in favor of equal working

Flavia Martinelli, manager
at Copel Distribuição

Orange Blood

Orange Blood

conditions for women.

DIALOGUES BRING THE
DISCUSSION UPCOUNTRY

D

Daily

new

results we yield”, states Jocéli

alternatives to add sustainability

consolidating

Bogusz, the superintendent for the

to its own practices, Copel wants

Coordination of Environment and

to go beyond. For the Company,

Social Responsibility of Copel.

as important as to play its role it

Winning entity of the
Susie Pontarolli Trophy

Internally,

investments

in

is to contribute so that its peers,

education for sustainability have

employees and society as a whole

already characterized the first year

also engage in the matter. In 2016,

of a monthly information report

the company took one further step

about the topic. Each matter dealt

in that direction by transforming

with in the publication boasts the

the Sustainability Seminar - a cycle

seal of the related Sustainable

of speeches addressing suppliers

Development Objective (“ODS”) -

and employees, held until then

collaborating to disseminate the

in Curitiba - into Sustainability

17 actions defined by the United

Dialogues, events organized in

Nations to end poverty, foster

four large regional offices of Copel.

prosperity and the well-being of

Londrina, Ponta Grossa, Cascavel

all, protect the environment and

and Usina Segredo hosted the

face climate changes.

“The more we
disseminate
this knowledge
geographically,
the better the
results we yield. ”
Jocéli Bogusz.

Dialogues over the year. “The more
we disseminate this knowledge

TROPHY

geographically, the better the

SUSIE PONTAROLLI: A LEGACY
THAT MULTIPLIES ITSELF

T

that

put forward and coordinated the

de Educação ao Cidadão Especial

stand out in volunteer action, as

actions that resulted in tangible

– Afece (an entity that provides

well as suppliers and institutions

progress in those areas.

education to those with special

employees

that work to foster sustainable

In 2016, the Susie Pontarolli

needs) and Ação Social para

Igualdade das Diferenças (ASID

the

Brasil), an entity that promotes

female employee in a tribute that is

company Radiante Engenharia,

equality for persons with special

more than deserved. Having passed

the Association for Family and

needs. The awards ceremony also

away in 2011, Susie Pontarolli made

Social

set space aside to acknowledge

history as someone ahead of her

(AEFSPR) and Landis+Gyr, in the

those

time. Since 1997, when Copel

supplier category. In the social

were leading players in volunteer

was already deepening its search

institutions category, the award

actions, helping to continue the

for social responsibility, or when

went to Associação Amigas da

work that Susie began at Copel.

we launched our first volunteer

Mama, (a breast cancer awareness

trophy

granted

of life, bears the name of a Copel

Sustainability

the

Award

Education

in

to

Paraná

Copel

employees

With

that

Rakelly Schacht,
a communications
professional at Copel

the

release

of

three

actually make a difference. With

new films in December 2016, the

thousands of likes and many shares,

campaign “Dare to Change Your

they benefit from the force of the

World” shares the inspiring story

social networks to generate a

of Copel employees who dedicate

virtuous cycle.

a part of their time to change the

The volunteer initiatives focusing

story of other persons. Available

on the campaign depict the work

on the Facebook page of Copel,

of the employees awarded in

the films have an average duration

the second edition of the Susie

of 7 minutes and show how much

Pontarolli Trophy.

engaged individual actions can

Orange Blood

Copel

development and better quality

“DARE TO CHANGE YOUR WORLD”
REVERBERATES ON THE SOCIAL
NETWORKS

Franciscana

entity),

acknowledges

Orange Blood

Associação

CAMPAIGN

program in 1999, Susie always

The trophy with which Copel

Copel & Sustainability
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EDUCATION FOR SUSTAINABILITY
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VOLUNTEER

CITIZENSHIP PROGRAM:
COPEL STIMULATES VOLUNTEER WORK

Copel & Sustainability

Copel

institutions in order to increase

Day, December 5, Copel launched

the number of volunteer work

the Volunteer Portal. The online

work by means of an institutional

opportunities

platform functions as a social

program

that

employees and also to create

network

for

volunteer

work

allows use of a part of the daily

opportunities to generate income

opportunities,

providing

more

working hours for such volunteer

for such institutions.

visibility to the actions. Therein,

activities.

employees

(EletriCidadania)

The

various

offered

to

the

actions

A Commission and a Volunteer

data is crossed about the need

implemented in 2016 launched

Network were instituted to promote

of the social institutions and the

the basis for the growth and

corporate volunteer work in 6

employees that have the time or

strengthening of this program.

centers located in the main regions

specific abilities to offer.

By means of a Permanent
Public Call, Copel registers non-profit

of Paraná.
On the International Volunteer

ONE
COPEL
FOR ALL

The website of
Copel already
has simultaneous
translation into Libras

A

Around 22 million Reais will

be invested by Copel in the next

to

make

three years to ensure accessibility

for

visually-impaired

to its branches, on-site and

those platforms got a tool for

virtual relationship channels and

simultaneous translation of the

administrative facilities, in order

content into the Brazilian Sign

to meet the Brazilian Inclusion

Language (“Libras”).

navigation

easier
persons,

The Corporate Accessibility

Law.
Around 85% of the investment

Program periodically organizes

will be allocated to the execution

seminars that are intended to

of architectural adjustments at

create sensitivity amongst the

the branches and facilities of

Copel employees with regard to

the Company in order to ensure

the challenges of movement and

access

persons.

communication faced by disabled

The update of the intranet and

persons. In 2016, 11 events were

of the website is also a part of

held in various cities of the State

that initiative. In addition to the

of Paraná.

for

disabled

adoption of contrast resources

Copel Volunteers

and the choice of the font size

Orange Blood

Orange Blood

Copel’s investments
aim at ensuring
the inclusion of
disabled persons.

Copel & Sustainability
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are

encouraged to carry out volunteer

ACCESSIBILITY
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HUMAN RIGHTS

A NEW PORTAL PRESENTS
HUMAN RIGHTS GUIDELINES
The 2016 launching of

information on the concept of

the new Copel & Human

human rights and links to the

Rights Portal was part of

principal international initiatives

the

strategy

and commitments regarding the

to disseminate the topics

topic, such as the Global Pact,

it considers a priority.

the SDGs and the Universal

Company’s

Available on the
Company’s

Copel & Sustainability

It also offers material on

the

various projects and actions by

Portal gives

the Company directed towards
the protection of the rights of
all audiences influenced by its
activities. Among the related

CURITIBA AND LONDRINA
RECEIVE BREASTFEEDING
SUPPORT ROOMS
Employees of Copel

initiatives are the option for
a power bill in Braille, the
Brotherly Light Program - that
grants discounts on the power
rate
the

to

low-income

clarification

B

families;

booklets

on

mobbing and sexual harassment;
and the Accessibility Program,

Breastfeeding

aiming at ensuring full access
channels

who

have returned to work have won

to the physical facilities and
communication

mothers

Copel & Sustainability

website,

Declaration of Human Rights.

BREASTFEEDING

a special space. Over 2016, four

of

breastfeeding support rooms were

Copel.

opened in the Copel facilities.
The environments, certified by

Support room in the
Mossunguê Center

the Ministry of Health, are part
of the Paraná Mother Network
of the State Government. The
inauguration

of

the

rooms

provides a new benefit for the
employees and outsourced staff
of the Company that already enjoy
maternity leave of six months,
and reduced working hours for 60

Cintia, Thiago
and Marco,
employees of Copel

day-care aid.

Orange Blood
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days after their return to work and

18

19

C

Copel’s plan to expand to

another

nine

P

A

N

S

I

O

N

CONTINUOUS
G R O W T H

In Paraná, the new Curitiba
Norte

the completion of 1,678 km of

municipality of Rio Branco do

new

transmission
has

substation,

in

the

lines.

The

Sul, and the Curitiba Norte -

currently

got

Bateias Transmission Line were

4,097 in transmission assets,

completed.

of which 2,574 are its own and

Copel also completed the new

1,523

substation

in

proportionally

partnership.

shared

Realeza

Sul

and

seven

the Foz do Chopim - Realeza

enterprises, adding 1,881 km,

Sul transmission line. The new

will be ready by 2021.

facilities will improve the quality

The

new

Other

In January 2017,

projects

strengthen

the

help

and reliability of the electric

National

power supply and meet the

Interconnected System, while

growing demand in the region.

they contribute to the financial
health

of

the

Company

In 2017, Copel will complete

by

the new Londrina - Assis (PR)

turning investments into annual

and Araraquara II - Taubaté (SP)

revenues. The Matrinchã and

transmission lines. The latter,

Guaraciaba projects, executed

together with the Figueira - Ponta

in a partnership with China’s

Grossa Norte transmission line -

State Grid, intensify the power

under reconstruction - will allow

exchange

Brazil’s

for the power exchange between

North and South-East by means

between

the regions South and Southeast,

of 1,605 km of transmission lines

providing more stability to the

and four substations stand out.

electric

In São Paulo, Copel completed
the

new

230

kV

Paraguaçu

power

supply.

Thus,

the year will be characterized
by

the

intensification

of

Paulista Substation and the new

Copel’s investments in Paraná,

transmission

connecting

making use of interconnection

it to the Assis Substation that

opportunities in the regions

should benefit, among other

North, West and Center-South

clients, the various biomass-

of the State.

line

Copel & Sustainability
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X

installed in the region.

started

to reap its fruits in 2016, with

company

E

states

Background photo: Curitiba Norte Bateias Transmission Line
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based power generation units

20

21
AVENIDA DAS TORRES:
MORE RELIABILITY AND URBAN GAINS

THE POWER OF THE WIND
energy generation capacity. This mark will be reached

wind farms ready until October 2017, and further six
being finalized until 2018.

by means of the Cutia Complex, Copel’s fourth wind

In total, the Company will have a capacity to

complex to be installed in Rio Grande do Norte, one of

generate 665 MW of wind energy, sufficient to supply

the locations with the highest wind-power generation

a city with about 2 million inhabitants - equivalent to

potential in the country. The installation of the new

the population of Curitiba.

Photo credit: Jonas Oliveira

complex will be carried out in two phases, with seven

COPEL’S SYSTEM
THROUGHOUT BRAZIL

Publication/Curitiba City Administration

By 2018, Copel will practically double its wind

In 2017, the deactivation of the overground power

transmission line, installed along the central part of

transmission line - with the removal of 25 towers and

the road, will be replaced by a new subterranean line

20 power posts - will allow for the widening of Avenida

with 230 kV. The new transmission line, installed along

das Torres and for the improvement of the traffic

an eight kilometer long stretch, will also provide more

conditions in the main road between Curitiba and the

safety and reliability to the electric power supply to

municipality of São José dos Pinhais, in addition to the

Curitiba and the region. The result of an investment in

BR 376 and BR 101 motorways. The intervention also

the amount of R$157 million, the project also includes

promises to change the urban landscape. The 68 kV

the construction of a new substation.

Copel & Sustainability
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A Copel wind generator
in Rio Grande do Norte

Copel’s power transmission grid monitoring
system will serve as a model for other companies
of the sector. The National System Operator (ONS)
announced that it will deploy the system - currently
the biggest one in operation in Brazil, and one of the
largest ones in the world - by 2018. A result of the
Master Dissertation research of Copel’s Generation
and Transmission engineer Gilmar Krefta, the soof the National Interconnected System (SMSF) was
deployed in the company in 2016 and nowadays

Generation and Transmission
Center, a model for the
electrical sector

includes the 37 substations of the Basic Grid
operated by the Company.

Orange Blood

Orange Blood

called Synchronized Vector Measurement System

Copel

electrical fields and emits an

electricians will be the first

Five

hundred

intermittent sound alarm when

ones in Brazil to wear unique

the electrician enters the so-

safety equipment. Based on a

called risk area - less than 60

development and production

cm from energized areas for

refinement contract executed in

grids with 13.8 thousand Volts,

2016, the first batch of protection

and 1 meter for grids with 34.5

helmets with a tension sensor

thousand Volts. The idea is that

will be produced. The first units

the helmet, that will generate

will be used in 2017.

the first product patent of

The equipment, born out

Copel Distribution, becomes

of a Research & Development

the standard equipment for all

project of Copel itself, detects

electricians of the company.

Copel & Sustainability
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INNOVATION

SOLUTIONS THAT
GENERATE VALUE

P

SEMINAR

Promoting innovation is one

products, in works that over

for integration between Copel

of the values of Copel. Thereby,

the years involved hundreds of

and

the Company stimulates the

employees in the active strife for

institutions that work in R&D

development of projects that

innovations.

aims at fostering the research

generate value for its services
and

products,

In 2016, one of the new projects

universities

and

state

for new solutions in the fields of

anticipating

that should be highlighted is Gera

generation,

needs and transforming them

Rural. It includes the nine research

telecommunications. This close

into

fronts

generation

relationship is giving birth to

increasing its competitiveness.

based on biogas produced by

another initiative of Gera Rural:

Always with focus on exceeding

a pig farmer network in Paraná.

The Sustainable Schools Program

the

for

Scheduled for completion until

(Programa Escolas Sustentáveis),

the sector, the Company has

2018, the project started in the city

through which Copel will promote

already invested R$263 million

of Entre Rios do Oeste and should

solar power generation at schools

in

allow for the replication of the

of five regions of Paraná as a form

model in other locations.

of disseminating technology and,

solutions

standards

initiatives

capable

defined

in

of

Research,

Development & Innovation. As

for

power

transmission

and

a result, Copel nowadays has

The period also marked the

at the same time, assessing those

55 ongoing projects and 15

launching of the Energy of the

with the highest potential at each

patent applications for registered

Future

location.

Forum.

The

program

CURITIBA RECEIVES
THE 22ND SENDI

I

In 2016, Copel again hosted the XXII National Seminar of Distribution

of Electricity - Sendi, the biggest event of the segment in Latin America.

Organized by the Brazilian Electric Power Distributor Association (Abradee),
the seminar was the stage for the presentation of new technologies, business
relations, a debate about the diversification of the power sources and the
integration of professionals of the Brazilian principal concessionaires. The
XXII SENDI got together three thousand professionals over the four days of
its duration. The event also boasted a hackathon, an innovation gymkhana
that mobilized 350 youths, amongst them programmers, designers and
students from all parts of Brazil, in order to develop solutions for the power
distribution sector and for the intelligent cities.

Orange Blood
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HELMET WITH
COPEL PATENT
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COPEL PATENT
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THE FUTURE
OF ENERGY
IN PARANÁ
Aerial view of Curitiba

ELETRON

T

The need to include new sources

In terms of electric power

production of energy could be

of energy into the Brazilian electric

generation, the use of alternative

fed into the electric grid of the

system and the appearance of new

power sources and the possibility

concessionaire by the consumers,

business models in the electric

that the very consumers turn into

a part of the microgeneration and

sector anticipate changes equally

micro-generators point towards the

of the storage would be distributed.

significant as the ones that have

creation of autonomous microgrids.

The large reservoirs would continue

occurred in the telecommunications

An electric car connected to the

to play an important role in the

sector in the last decade. With

grid in the beginning of the night

supply of power, but the microgrids

an optical fiber network already

- peak consumption time - could,

would allow for the reduction of

installed in the 399 municipalities

for example, supply a part of the

interruptions in the supply and of

of the State and various advanced

demand of a home, before its

the energy cost and would allow

projects in the smart grid field,

battery is recharged during the

to compensate the intermittence

Copel places Paraná in an advanced

early morning hours – the low

of the renewable sources, such as

position in the development of the

power consumption time.

wind and sun - translating into a

future digital cities.

In a model in which

excess

future of advantages for the user.

I

FROM COPEL’S PAST,
A SOLUTION FOR THE FUTURE
Indicated by specialists of

electric utility company.

the automotive sector as one of

speed of 80 km/h. In 2007,

As part of the first generation

Copel innovated the industry yet

the best urban mobility options

of

electric

vehicles

in a low carbon economy, the

in

Brazil,

Eletron

electric car is not yet a reality in

characteristics

commercial terms, but already

towards

the

And in 2010 the company

looks back on 35 years of history

automotive industry. A utility

would deploy the country’s first

at Copel. On July 21, 1981, the

vehicle for urban use, with a load

electric taxi, a prototype that

Company led the consortium that

capacity of one tonne, a battery

connected Afonso Pena Airport

launched Eletron, a pioneering

range of 105 km and a maximum

and downtown Curitiba.

the

that
future

designed

another time, in a partnership

combined

with Itaipu, to test two electric

pointed
of

vehicles.
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BIOMASS
MAIS CLIC RURAL

WASTE
GENERATES
POWER AND
INCOME

I

By means of a partnership
with the international Renewable

Investment in the range of 40

grid. Until July 2018, the goal is to

Energies Center (CIBiogás), Copel

million Reais ensured in 2016 the

take the innovation to another 133

launched the Gera Rural program

expansion of the Mais Clic Rural

rural circuits of the State.

in the beginning of 2016, an

In addition to a series of

innovative project for the power

in the previous year, addresses

improvement

the

generation based on the reuse of

the four sectors most sensitive to

distribution system in the rural

animal residues. The initiative will

power supply quality: pig breeders,

area, the amount invested also

interconnect 19 pig breeders and

tobacco growers, poultry breeders

allowed for the purchase of 1,000

poultry breeders of the region of

and milk producers. Overall, it

single-phase reclosers. Equipped

Entre Rios do Oeste by means

should benefit 70 thousand rural

with technology completely new

of an approximately 22 km long

producers in Paraná and indirectly

in the country, the device allows

biogas pipeline, channeling the

around 2.4 million rural and urban

for

biogas to a micro thermal power

consumers.

chief

replacing the manual activation

advances made in the period is

keys installed at the posts. It is

the entry into operation of the

scheduled that until the end of

biodigestors necessary for the

automatic

reconfiguration

2017 all are installed - avoiding

operation will be installed and

system at four different locations.

around 12 thousand trips normally

interconnected until the end of

The technology allows for the

carried out each year to localize

2017. Among the various benefits

isolation of any defects and the

the defects and reconnect the keys

to be achieved by the project are

automatic reestablishment of the

manually.

the transformation of a pollutant

Among

grid

the

supply in the other parts of the

works

automatic

of

reconnection,

plant.
It

is

scheduled

that

the

into biogas and biofertilizers; the
generation of income for small
rural producers; the reuse of the
waste water resulting from the
process - a natural biofertilizer - by

Photo credit: José Ricardo Devara

program. The initiative, launched
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ENERGY THAT
MOVES THE
COUNTRYSIDE

the rural producers themselves;
and the reduction of methane
emission into the atmosphere,

Orange Blood

Orange Blood

among others.
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Start of the Mais Clic Rural
Program

Publication
of the “Copel and
Environment” report

THE PATH OF
SUSTAINABILITY

1960

2016

PRINCIPAL MILESTONES
Implementation of the biggest rural
electrification program in Brazil

2015
2000

Sun power on the
islands of the coast

1997

Joins the UN Global Pact
Iguaçu Regional Museum opened

Approval of the Business
Sustainability and
Citizenship Policy

Creation of the Confidential
Communication Channel
Deployment of compact
grids in Maringá

1998

Part of the Bovespa ISE,
the sustainability index of the
São Paulo Stock Exchange

Palmas receives the first wind
plant in the South of Brazil

Creation of the Riparian
Forests and Urban
Forestation programs

Launch of the volunteer
program Eletricidadania

S

2005

2006

a

UN

initiative

focusing

As a result of this strict focus

mobilizing

from

and purpose, Copel’s sustainable

around the world to adopt the

culture is nowadays reflected

for

best sustainability practices.

chiefly in the determination with

environmental

companies

on

Copel has been giving examples
and

responsibility in its enterprises.

The entry of the Company into

which the Company considers

Over time, some marks on the

the Company Sustainability Index

its impacts and in the growing

sustainability path followed by

(ISE) - an analysis tool for the

transparency that its actions and

the Company brought even more

performance of companies with

the dissemination of results to the

maturity for this work.

shares listed at the São Paulo

company are guided by.

In the year 2000, one of them
was joining the Global Compact,

Stock Exchange - took place five
years later.

2013

Purchase of 7 wind farms
in Rio Grande do Norte

2012
Inventory of
greenhouse gases
according to the
GHG Protocol

2011

Fiber optics throughout Paraná
Power supply universalization

Pioneering rescue of native bees in
the construction of the hydroelectric
power plant Mauá
Drafting of the Copel
Climate Change Agenda

2009

sustainability was still a new term,
social

2014

UniCopel adopts the
Principles for Reponsible
Management Education
(PRME) principles of the UN

Orange Blood
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2003

1999

Since three decades, when

Paraná Smart Grid Program
automates the grid in three
neighborhoods in Curitiba
Copel Climate
Change Agenda

1987
1994

Creation of a Governance,
Risk and Compliance
Department

Start of R&D on biogas
based on agrobusiness waste

1984

Going public and registration with
the Brazilian Securities and
Exchange Commission (CVM)

Implementation of a
Climate Change Policy

Copel & Sustainability
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Usina Segredo has the
first Environmental
Impact
Study/Envrionmental
Impact Report
(EIA/RIMA )of the
electricity sector
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TRIPLE BOTTOM LINE

30

COPEL REACHES
RECORD
FIGURES IN
ISE BOVESPA
strong

recognition

Copel’s

efforts

to

management

the

sustainability

with

was

investors. Copel obtained the

according to GRI guidelines and

maximum grade in 27 of the 28

an integrated report (see below);

sustainability indicators analyzed

the engagement concerning the

in 2016 and the AA grade in seven

UN

level scale that goes from CCC to

Sustainable

Development

Goals (SDG) - as well as the
commitment

of

each

AAA.

Copel

Copel was also selected to

employee, transforming targets

the portfolio of the FTSE4Good

into actions in the work carried

Emerging

out daily.

tied to the FTSE 100 of the

Index,

an

index

In 2016, the Company also

London Stock Exchange, that

guaranteed its permanence in the

recognizes companies that have

sustainability index of Morgan

good practices in the social,

Stanley

environmental and governance

Capital

International

(MSCI), the world leader in the

areas – and

composition of financial indexes

reference for investors.

is an important

that serve as a reference for

of

regard
towards

that

Copel & Sustainability
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A

of an Annual Sustainability report
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RECORDS

the

Company was maintained for yet
another year in the 12th edition of
the Company Sustainability Index
(ISE). Improving the results year
after year, Copel recorded in 2016
its best development since 2012,
above the average performance
of the portfolio.
Among the many initiatives
that have contributed to this
result, are Copel’s joining of the
voluntary commitments relating
to Sustainable Development and
Climate Changes; the publication

COMMITMENT TO
TRANSPARENCY
Copel adopts the GRI (Global
Reporting

Initiative)

Integrated

Reporting

standard

the

organization

the

principles and indicators to be

over

–

IIRC

used by the organizations to

stakeholders.

publication

measure

and

communicate,

time,

generates

value

encompassing

all

In that process, not only the

capable of generating benefits for

relating to its value chain - all the

company, but also its audiences

one or more audiences of interest

stages of the production process,

of interest, groups that may be

- and negative impacts that might

from the use of resources to the

affected by the policies and way

cause problems or difficulties for

delivery of the service and the

Copel bases its reports on a

of operating of the Company are

those groups.

attention given to the consumer.

putting the Company among the

their economic, environmental

materiality process - a relevant

considered.

most transparent companies in

and

The

analysis of the matters that

The interaction between the

structure of the Integrated Report

Report

relation to business sustainability

Integrated

chiefly

significantly affect the capacity of

company and those audiences

also establish the commitment of

video

management. The GRI produces

intended to explain how an

the Company to generate value.

covers both positive impacts -

the Company to monitor results

sustentabilidade.

its

sustainability

reports,

with

increasingly
social

performance.
Report

is

The GRI guidelines and the

See the 2016 Sustainability
and
at

the

presentation

www.copel.com/

Orange Blood

As part of those approaches,

accuracy,

of

Orange Blood

in

the guidelines that set forth

and
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VALUE CHAIN

S H A R E D
GUIDELINES

NEW OFFICE
IMPROVES
COMPLIANCE AT COPEL
Copel ended 2016 with excellent

the long term, they guarantee

news for the transparency of

greater efficiency and soundness

its activities. The creation of the

to the company, and anticipate a

Governance, Risk and Compliance

model that sooner or later should

Office

be adopted by all Brazilian state-

anticipates

compliance

with the requirements of the

owned

companies,”

Anti-Corruption Law, regulated in

officer Fabio Malina Losso.

explained

2015, and the new State-owned

In its structure, the new office

Companies Law, of 2016. “This body

assimilates the attributions of other

further enhances our management

Copel bodies that until then had

in all areas, preventing occurrence

been liable for risk management,

of problems and increasing the

governance

transparency of our decisions, “said

well as incorporating corporate

President Luiz Fernando Leone

sustainability management, which

Vianna.

seeks to align the company´s

and

S

Suppliers

integrity,

as

The new office maintains Copel’s

governance practices with those

tradition of adopting practices that

of Companies that are a worldwide

anticipate legal requirements. “In

reference on the theme.

represent

important link in

an

Learning and Eradication of Child

of signing the contract. The manual

Copel’s value

Labor. They are initiatives that

is available at www.copel.com.

chain. For many customers they

reinforce

are the most visible part of the

such as the adoption in its contracts

historical

milestones,

suppliers,

whose

Company on a daily basis. For this

of a Social and Environmental

represent

significant

reason, Copel guides them and

Responsibility

the

continually encourages them to

addresses accessibility, diversity,

This classification uses several

adopt sustainability criteria in their

moral and sexual harassment,

criteria, such as environmental,

management practices. For many

the fight against child and slave

social

customers they are the most visible

labor, complaint channels, and

In

part of the Company on a daily

environmental issues.

that

Clause,

which

Copel also classifies its critical
deliveries

company’s

and
2016,

risks

economic
the

evaluates

to

businesses.

ones.

methodology
and

identifies

basis. For this reason, Copel guides

These topics are also addressed

them and continually encourages

in the Supplier’s Manual, updated

and applied to the generation,

them to adopt sustainability criteria

in 2016, which aims to guide

transmission,

in their management practices. (sic)

suppliers in relation to Copel’s

telecommunications businesses.

In 2016, the Company joined

policies and guidelines and is

the Network of Companies for the

delivered to companies at the time

critical

suppliers

was

revised

distribution

and

Copel & Sustainability
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GOVERNANCE

Copel’s headquarters

ACCESS TO INFORMATION

COPEL’S TRANSPARENCY
PORTAL IS EXEMPLARY
new portal also facilitates the

recommendations of the Second

export of data, now complying

Office for Inspection of External

more fully with the Information

Control of the Court of Auditors

Access

of the State of Parana (TCE),

innovations added to the portal

Copel’s Transparency Portal was

are the inclusion of a link to report

praised by the institution. In a topic

cases of corruption, information

published on its website, the TCE

relating to corporate participation

acknowledges the improvements

in

made.

competitive examinations to be

In addition to immediate and
detailed access to all content, the

Law.

concession

Among

contracts,

the

and

held by the Company, among
others.

Orange Blood
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Updated in 2016, based on
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REVERSE LOGISTICS

USED CONCRETE
POSTS RETURN TO
THE VALUE CHAIN
reverse

logistics

study

Copel & Sustainability

developed by Copel in 2016
should

increase

the

correct

destination of the concrete posts
that are out of use. The idea is
also to involve the manufacturers
of this material, suppliers of the

COPEL LAUNCHES
CLIMATE CHANGE POLICY

I

In 2016, the publication of COPEL’s

Although

still

incipient,

the

Company’s other businesses, through

Climate Change Policy established

partnership has already enabled the

a new milestone in the way the

start of two high-potential studies to

Coupled with the principle of

Company addresses this increasingly

help the Company prepare for a low-

low carbon economy, the Company

urgent issue. The document defines

carbon economy by mapping the

participated in the simulation of a

the guidelines that today guide

processes covered today through risk

carbon market, also coordinated

the actions of the Climate Change

management.

by GVces, which uses the Rio Stock

Corporate Management Program.

The first one is intended to
the

carbon

new research projects.

Exchange platform in order to

Through it, the Company has already

measure

footprint

understand the structure of a possible

defined more than two dozen actions

generated in the construction of a

carbon market to be Installed in Brazil

aimed at fulfilling six commitments.

wind farm. The second is to assess

and how to operate it.

In the first half of 2016, COPEL

the impact of climate changes on

joined the Companies for Climate

distribution lines located in the north

platform, a project of the Getúlio

of the State. The expectation is that

Vargas

for

both will be completed in 2017, when

(GVces).

the initiative will be extended to the

Foundation’s

Sustainability

Studies

Center

Copel & Sustainability

A
A

Company, in actions aimed at
The study looks for ways to find

COPEL
CLIMATE
GUIDELINES

uses for the material in its own or
promote another environmentally
adequate final destination – as
Copel has already done.
At a much lower cost than of
a new product, poles that are no
longer used in the electricity grid

1

Manage the emissions of
greenhouse gases (GHGs)
annually.

2

Conduct studies and projects
related to climate change.

3

Reduce GHG emissions from
Copel’s activities.

4

Sensitize the value chain with
regard to GHG emissions.

5

Assess the risks and
opportunities of new projects,
acquisitions and mergers of
carbon-based assets.

6

Assess the risks and
opportunities of climatic
changes for the Company’s
businesses.

today are sold by the Company
itself, through a bidding process.
Many are used by schools and
public

agencies

as

solutions

for lighting squares and sports
courts, installing security cameras
and building pontoons, among

Orange Blood

Photo credit: Erika Nishimura

others.

Photo credit: Claudemir Ritter

ensuring the reuse of the posts.

in other productive cycles, or to

Orange Blood
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CLIMATE
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LABEL

Copel’s
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reducing

the

commitment

to

evidencing internal alignment in

Copel Distribuição S.A. and Copel

impact

its

relation to the subject, the four

Telecomunicações S.A..

of

subsidiaries

the

year,

participated individually. Of the

the

through the “Clima Paraná Label”.

15 labels awarded in this edition,

encourages

Copel was recognized in the gold

only seven were in the gold

State to publish their inventories

category, reserved for companies

category, and four of them were

of greenhouse gas emissions, the

that submit their inventories to

awarded to Copel Holding and

main vector of climate change that

external

its

may already be seen worldwide.

second

consecutive

verification.

In

2016,

seeking further transparency and

of

the

wholly-owned

Company

A record of voluntary adherence,

operations was recognized, for

subsidiaries

“Clima

Paraná
companies

Copel & Sustainability

C

GOLD FOR COPEL HOLDING
AND THREE SUBSIDIARIES

Label”
in

the

Copel Geração e Transmissão S.A.,

IGUAÇU REGIONAL MUSEUM
ENVIRONMENTAL

SUSTAINABLE VILLAGES
PROJECT CONVERTS
LITTER INTO LIFE
The dedication of the residents

Photo credit: José Ricardo Devara

the

residential

villages

of

the botanical garden of the plant,

Faxinal do Céu (in the Foz do Areia

one of the largest in Parana. The

plant) and Segredo to a waste

local community’s adherence to

separation project proposed by

the project also contributes to

Copel Geração e Transmissão S.A.

avoid contamination of the soil and

has allowed the reuse of 11 tons

waters of the Iguassu river.

of organic waste each month.

In 2017, the waste collection and

After composting, the material is

disposal initiative, which integrates

transformed into fertilizer and used

the Sustainable Villages Project,

in the ornamental flowerbeds of

should also be extended to regions

the villages themselves, in the local

near the municipality of Pinhão.

community vegetable gardens and

A

A cultural project prepared and

promoted by the Regional Museum
of Iguaçu led Copel Geração e

work done at the Iguaçu Regional

is a result of the close relationship

Museum.

between the institution and the
by

community. Through a program

Transmissão S.A. to the conquest of

Elementary School students from

of visits aimed at sustainability

one of the most respected stamps

the Municipality of Mangueirinha,

education, the Museum regularly

of sustainability of the Country. In

the central base of the Governador

receives students from schools in the

its 14 edition, Benchmarking Brazil

Ney Braga Mill´s housing village,

region.

awarded the case “Museum: 15

composed the award winning case.

years of memory, custody, culture

The publication, motivated by the

and history” which describes the

Museum’s 15 years celebrated in 2016,

th

A

book

with

essays

Orange Blood
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of

in the production of seedlings for

HIGHLIGHT IN EDUCATION
FOR SUSTAINABILITY
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W
When

the

17

Sustainable

Development Goals (SDG) were
presented

in

2015

after

their

availability, advantages that are

Copel Telecom closely follows

high

characteristics of a structure totally

despite the economic recession,
the company managed to maintain

Our innovation is aimed at finding

that the major global challenges

the average growth rate of the last

out where the telecommunications

to be overcome in the 21st century

five years – a considerable 20% -

sector is changing. We want to give

depended

especially in the retail market, with

society a service that will increase

Copel Fibra.

communication,

Copel Telecom’s internet.

knowledge,

research and study mechanisms,
and also access to leisure. More

and treatment of diseases and

increasing the quality of life of the

than that, we want to participate in

mechanisms that increase well-

population. To this end, companies

the information age in a responsible

being and access to information

and government can be allies in

way, in line with a better future.

will be increasingly present in

the preparation of strategies of

Proof of this was the creation in

the

Companies,

expansion of the sector. Paraná

2016 of a Sustainability Committee

governments and researchers will

is the first and only State of Brazil

in Copel Telecom, with the purpose

have to think of solutions that serve

100% digital, with a fiber optics

of planning the evolution and

9 or 10 billion people, a process that

structure of 30 thousand kilometers

continuous improvement of the

will happen in a different setting,

in length – almost the distance of

company’s performance, observing

with new working relationships and

a turn around the Earth. Through

the commitments of the Global

economic arrangements different

this network, Copel Telecom serves

Compact and the SDG.

from what humanity has seen so far.

all 399 municipalities in Parana

It is Copel Telecom’s mission to

become

with solutions for companies and

maintain the quality and trust that

imperative in this new era. The

Technology

has

other large corporations, and also

are attributes of the Copel Group

internet is as necessary as access

provides residential internet and

over the coming years, facing

to basic services such as energy and

for small and medium enterprises

its challenges in an increasingly

sanitation. More than half (54.9%)¹

in 63 cities.

sustainable manner and in line

of Brazilian households had internet

The

market

increasingly

access in 2014 compared to the

recognizes the importance of hiring

previous year (48%). In 2015, it

a quality connection, investing

Copel & Sustainability

must

serve sustainable development,

years.

advance

implanted in optical fiber, such as

improve results in the prevention

coming

Technological

2016,

and

and writer Jeffrey Sachs stated

on

In

services

of the United Nations, economist

fundamentally

transformation.

reliable

this

and infrastructure. Innovations that

Copel & Sustainability

in

households.

approval by the 193 member states

advances in the areas of health

COPEL TELECOM
AND SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT

reached 57.8%, or 39.3 million

with the new guidelines of the 21st
century.

Orange Blood
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¹ IBGE - PNAD 2015 - Supplement of Internet and Television Access and Possession of Mobile Phones for Personal Use
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Copel in numbers
8,531

employees, 49% under 30 years old

4.4 million

clients
BRL 947,8

5,666
million
contractors
net earnings

5,979 MW
capacity

93%

CIER Award

Best Distributor in Latin America
and the Caribbean
(Gold category)

Customer’s
Choice Award

under construction, totaling 717,9 MW

BRL 3.6 billion

30

BRL 2 billion

wholly-owned
power plants a n d
o w n e r s h i p

i n t e r e s t

in 9 power plants

in investments planned for 2017

BRL 7.9 billion
Market cap

31,000 km

of fiber-optic cables

4,000 km
of transmission lines

Orange Blood

Orange Blood

*Brazilian Association of Electricity Distributors

power plants

of power plants with renewable sources

in investments in 2016

Abradee*

15

of installed

Copel & Sustainability

Copel & Sustainability
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Relationship channels
Telephones

Reporting channels

Customer Service

Ethical Guidance Council (COE)

0800 51 00 116 and copel@copel.com
Ombudsman’s Office

Copel & Sustainability

0800 647 0606 and ouvidoria@copel.com

Confidential Communication Channel
Copel Telecom

0800 41 41 81 and telecom@copel.com

0800 643 5665
- to report on legal, financial, and
accounting issues

Corporate Affairs

+55 (41) 3331-4141 and 3310-5050

Moral Harassment

Other channels

Social Networks
and Website

Virtual branch and online chat

www.copel.com
Copel Mobile

Free app for Android and IOS
smartphones and tablets
Text Messages

Report outages by sending a text
message to 28593, typing “SL” plus
the number of the customer account
Customer service locations

Find the location closest to you
at www.copel.com

Orange Blood

conselho.etica@copel.com
- to receive guidance on and report
breaches of Copel’s code of conduct

cadam@copel.com - employees only

Facebook

www.facebook.com/copel
Twitter

twitter.com/copel_PR

Instagram

@copel_energia
www.copel.com
www.copeltelecom.com

